
Lookah Launches New Dragon Egg Portable E-
Rig
Lookah, the award-winning vape and glass innovator, launches the Dragon Egg
electronic dab rig.

The Dragon Egg is the latest portable electronic dab rig from Lookah. It fulfills the
need for water-filtered vaping with a durable design.

With more states legalizing marijuana products, people are turning to erigs for
smoother water filtered vaping to avoid the dry coughing fits that some vapes cause.
Many erigs combine a glass bubbler and mouthpiece in one to cool the vapor and
preserve flavor. However, the more extensive glass parts make such devices
susceptible to easy breakage, primarily when used on the go.

For customers who relish a smooth vaping experience, the Lookah Dragon Egg aims
to be a more durable choice than other options.

Lookah marketing manager Mr. Mash says, "With its straw-like mouthpiece and the
comfortable way it fits in hand, smoking from the dragon egg feels like sipping a
milkshake."

"Thanks to the smooth percolation
and quartz bucket atomizer, it
produces thick, fluffy, water-filtered
clouds."

The Dragon Egg uses Lookah's
patented 710-thread quartz
atomizing coils for pure flavor and
quick heat-up times.

The upper half houses the battery
and atomizing chamber, LED
indicator light, and display screen.
The bottom half, made from
toughened food-grade acrylic, is
much more durable and lighter than glass erigs. The straw-like mouthpiece is made
from borosilicate glass to preserve a pure flavor.

This electronic dab rig aspires to make vaping as easy and pleasurable as possible. It
combines several innovative design features to aid in this.

A flip lid with a built-in carb covers the atomizing chamber and is aligned to allow
users to activate the power button while feathering the carb.

https://www.lookah.com/vaporizers/portable-electric-dab-rigs/lookah-dragon-egg.html
https://www.lookah.com/vaporizers/portable-electric-dab-rigs.html


The built-in LED screen lets users see the voltage modes and battery levels at a
glance, while the haptic feedback and simple one-button controls make it more
intuitive for consumers.

An internal LED lights up the rim of the percolator and uses different colors to
indicate each voltage mode. So every time it's activated, there's a clear indication of
the voltage setting.

The Dragon Egg erig offers an excellent array of features and functionality suitable
for both experienced dabbers and those new to vaping.

It will retail at under $100, so it is priced competitively to be accessible for a broad
range of the erig market.

About Lookah
For more than 15 years, Lookah has been producing high-quality glass water
pipes, bongs, and dab rigs. It has recently moved into the electronic dab pen and
vaporizer market.


